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Girls' Soccer Team 

When a community genuinely wants to see others do well and

succeed , they will do everything in their power to lend a hand - no

matter the time constraints . That is exactly what MARKED did with

their girls '  soccer team . MARKED ’s girls '  soccer team consists of 19

talented young ladies (ages 12 to 30-years-old). MARKED knows that

while it is important to help the boys '  team , it is just as important to

make sure that the girls equally have a supportive community . 

Their female soccer team recently participated in a soccer tournament

in early March . A week prior to that , they still did not have the soccer

gear they needed for the tournament . MARKED asked for our help and

this meant that IMG Give had much less than a week to raise the funds

that MARKED could use to purchase all of their necessities . At first , it

seemed nearly impossible to accomplish , but we would never know

unless we tried , right?

IMG Give then attempted to get all hands on deck to spread the word

and make a call for donations . We reached out to anyone who ’d be

interested in donating either through social media or by asking

directly . Fortunately , IMG Give was able to raise $1 ,095 for the girls '

soccer team . It was incredible how much money IMG Give was able to

raise in such a short amount of time . With this amount of money ,

MARKED was able to purchase sports bras and soccer cleats for 19

ladies . But wait , there ’s more ! Marked also used the money raised to

purchase 36 soccers balls for the team ! It was amazing to witness how

much a supportive and loving community can do for each other when

they only have their best interest at heart .  

by Laura S. Santos
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MARKED focuses its attention on transforming a community here in

Guadalajara for the better . One of their ongoing efforts is to provide a

safe social gathering area for the soccer team and the community . The

initiative IMG Give is assisting on is the development of a new

neighborhood gym that would not only benefit their sports teams but

will also be available to the entire community to enhance their health

and fitness . 

They have created an Amazon Wishlist where you can find all the items

they will need to get started and help equip their gym . Having these

items ready to go in their gym will not only make sure that the

attendees are well equipped but also develop an active lifestyle . Once

the gym is well established they are going to be looking for volunteers to

teach fitness lessons such as Zumba , yoga , and Crossfit through Zoom .

While helping in this project we are discovering that we can accomplish

great things within only a few months , and it makes us realize just how

much we can impact the community in the next few years . We are

making an impact and are extremely happy and thankful for everyone

who has made a contribution to this incredible project .

Gym Development

"We don’t know where this little gym
will take us, but we know it’s just
another tool in our tool belt for

bringing change."

by  Von Marie Torres Irizarry
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***More information on this project can be found at imggive.org, marked.org, or @hellomarked on Instagram



IMG Give uses different platforms to connect with each other ,

communicate , collaborate , and share important information .
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Instagram:
@IMG_Give

Our webpage gives the chance to view blog

posts of past , present , and future projects . It

is also where we keep an updated acount of

Our Impact so far , and is where we will have

a collection of our monthly newsletters

(starting with this issue). On this webpage ,

those interested can enter their name and

email to become official IMG Give

participants , allowing them access to our

private Whatsapp group where we share the

bulk of important information and

conversations . 

How to Learn More

Webpage:
www.imggive.org 

Email Us:  img.give@gmail.com

Our Instagram page features photos and videos

of our past and current projects . We often share

announcements of online meetings and of

other events there . Being open to the public ,

not all of our information is shared on

Instagram . Some sensitive content sent to us

from the organizations and causes we support

are reserved for our private Whatsapp group ,

such as certain photos or videos of the people

we are impacting through our projects . This

Whatsapp group can be joined through signing

up as an official participant of IMG Give on our

webpage . 
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 Letters of Light
by Nalishka M. Villafañe García
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"Letters of Light" is a project that was proposed by a participant of IMG Give that will
launch in April. It was born from the awareness that due to the present and isolated times
we are all facing, people of all ages in the hospital have been left without many things to do
or loved-ones to visit. We hope that by creating this free resource, we can provide not only
something to do for those who find themselves alone in the hospital, but also
entertainment, encouragement, and/or hope depending on what is needed in each unique
person's situation.

ABOUT THE PROJECTABOUT THE PROJECTABOUT THE PROJECT   

HOW IT WORKSHOW IT WORKSHOW IT WORKS

"Letters of Light" is a free online resource that will be offered to hospitals in the US and Mexico through Google Drive in order that
patients within those hospitals will be given full access to a library of fun, positive, encouraging,  and entertaining content to use
and interact with during their stay.

The current COVID-19 pandemic created chaos worldwide, especially in healthcare by isolation during patient  hospitalization. This
isolation creates a negative environment, affecting the mind, patients do not have communication, feel alone, at the same time are
thinking: How is my family? Why I am so alone? 

Therefore, "Letters of Light" wants to provide that something different; A break from negative thoughts and from the bad news
that they can see in the media and change to a resource that is simple and purely positive, encouraging, fun and give hope. This
simple gesture can provoke a big smile and change their mindset to on more positive. 

The Google Drive that will be offered to each hospital will include folders for different population groups (i.e. children, elderly, young-
adults, and others). Each folder will be run by a team of medical students that will work to fill up their folder with resources they believe
useful, fun, and encouraging to their specific population.  To participate, a Google Form will be available to add content submissions in
order to contribute. These submissions will be reviewed by the core team of "Letters of Light" and added to the Google Drive accordingly. 

For the cultural diversity the drive will divide in two unique forms, an English and Spanish form. The aim of this project is to connect with
different types of hospitals, explain the project and ask if they would like the Google Drive to be shared with them and their patients. This
project will be develop and continued constantly and expand upon the populations. This project is still under development and IMG Give
as well as the leader of this project are always open to suggestions and ideas. 

GET INVOLVEDGET INVOLVEDGET INVOLVED
More detailed information on this project will be made available on the launch
date. Before then, any questions or expressed interest can be sent to
img.give@gmail.com or eziusa@gmail.com.
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IMG Give currently provides remote volunteer opportunities and limits in-person participation

in support of COVID-19 safety regulations . Despite the focus on financially serving

communities in Mexico through our Guimedic and MARKED projects , IMG Give is not solely a

fundraising organization . In fact , we aspire to complete online service-based projects in the

months to come . To meet this goal , we are encouraging all IMG Give participants to propose

project ideas that could serve communities in either Mexico or the United States . 

Any IMG Give participant can propose Major and Minor Projects through our “IMG Give Project

Proposal” Google Form . Major Projects are defined as efforts led by the Core Team Members ,

whereas Minor Projects may be led by the individual who introduces the idea . Both Major and

Minor Projects can be service or financial based activities that support any person or

community in need . 

"IMG Give is accepting Project
Proposals on a rolling basis to

empower our participants to serve
their immediate communities."

Project Proposals 
by Roxana S. Urrutia 

IMG Give is accepting Project Proposals on a

rolling basis to empower our participants to

serve their immediate communities .

Approved projects will be supported by IMG

Give Core Team Members and promoted on

all IMG Give social media platforms , including

our website , newsletter , and Instagram page .

Furthermore , Minor Project Leaders will have 

Are you proposing a Major or Minor

Project?

If proposing a Minor Project, would

you like to lead it?

What is the project's goal? (Service vs

Financial)

How much time do you recommend

to reach the project's goal? 

How many people do you

recommend to reach the project's

goal?

Description of Project Goal and

Affiliation (if any) 

Submitting a Project Proposal consists

of completing a short application that

answers the following questions: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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complete autonomy over their project ’s management and will be authorized to contact IMG

Give participants to acquire assistance in achieving the service or financial objective . IMG Give

is confident our participants will generate remarkable ideas . We are thrilled to see the projects

that emanate from this new initiative !



2 Organizations Supported

IMG Give personally thanks everyone who has contributed to the development of

this giving community and all who have made this impact possible . 

    Our Impact 

67 Participants

2,130 Dollars Raised

2 Projects Completed

2 Communities Served

Guimedic Humanitarian Medical association and MARKED are

two organizations making incredible transformation in Mexico .

It has been an honor to support them in what they do . 

Guimedic started from the hearts and minds of a group of 3

friends . Since then , it has grown substantially . We love the

friendships we are developing and the community we are

creating . It is a gift during the COVID-19 pandemic . 

During the span of our first project , IMG Give donated $1 ,035 to

Guimedic . Just recently , $1 ,095 was raised (in just 4 days) to

support an urgent need of MARKED 's Women 's Soccer Team . 

"Backpacks of Hope" with Guimedic took place in December of

2020 . This month (February), we completed our second project

with support of the MARKED Women 's Soccer Team . 

Both Guimedic and MARKED support rural communities on the

outskirts of Guadalajara , Mexico . 
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Laura S. Santos

Nalishka is s current medical student at

the Universidad Autónoma de Guadalajara .

She is the volunteer coordinator of IMG

Give . 

Newsletter Contributors

Roxana S. Urrutia 

Von Marie Torres
Irizarry

Nalishka M. Villafañe
García

Von Marie is a current medical

student and one of the co-founders of

IMG Give .
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Roxana is a first generation medical

student at the Universidad Autónoma de

Guadalajara . She is passionate about

mentorship , patient advocacy , and

volunteering in underserved communities .

Roxana aspires to work towards health

equity as a physician .

Laura is a first-generation Mexican-

Amerian medical student at UAG . She has

seen how the health inequities have

impacted minorities in the US and aims to

improve it once she is a physician . She

enjoys working in fast-paced environments

and is interested in pursuing either EM or

surgery as a future specialty .  

 


